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Ensign’s report 1st April 2012
The Yea Festival has come and gone once more and we have reached our
50th issue this month. Make the most of the calm autumn days!

Brian Beecham and other
members of SPMBC hosted
the event on a fine sunny day
of 22ºC. Benalla Model Boat
Group attended for the first
time with several yachts and
a few scale electric boats. The
BMBG was well represented
with about seven visitors.
Les’s yellow submarine
touched the bottom of the
deep end, lost contact with
his transmitter and began circling endlessly. Fortunately
Rodney sailed his Footie yacht
it swung into shallow water
and resurfaced. Phil’s submarine was not so lucky; it sank after a minor collision with a tug. Argy Bargy was called upon
to winch it from the shallow end of the pool and succeeded
with the help of a treble hook slung from the crane.

Tri-ang Radio Slave model

Brian brought along his beautiful model of a Royal Swedish Navy R 142 Ystad torpedo boat (http://www.robotbatar.se),
shown in the photo above. It was a great day and all three
groups pledged participation next year.

Underwater addendum
Conditions underwater were cool and calm, with a clear blue horizon.
Model submariners Chris, Les, Phil and myself made the most of the
good visibility and enjoyed ourselves despite the little dramas Murray
mentioned. The final photo (bottom right) captures a burst of bubbles
escaping from the conning tower of Phil’s sub, and may provide a clue to
its subsequent ‘final dive’.

The advertisement above appeared in the June 1955 issue of
the Boys Own Paper. In it, the famous British toy company
Tri-ang were offering what they claimed to be the world’s first
ready-to-sail radio controlled model boat. The model was
not a sales success, probably due to its high purchase price
and the running cost of batteries for the valve radio gear.

